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An extension of the Tychonoff theorem is obtained in characterizing a compact space by the 
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1. An extension of Tychonoff theorem 
For the terminologies in general topology which are not explicitly defined in this 
paper we refer to those in [6]. 
Let A be a family of continuous functions on a topological space X. A net {xi} 
in X will be called an A-net, if {f(xi)} converges for each f in A. 
Proposition 1. Let A = v= : a E A} be a family of continuous functions fu on X into 
Hausdorff spaces X, such that the topology on X is the weak topology induced by 
A, E, F two subspaces of X such that E c F c cl(E), where cl(E) is the closure of 
E. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) Every A-net in E has a cluster point in F. 
(2) Every A-net in F converges in F. 
Proof. Let {yj} be an A-net in F. For each yj, pick a net {xi} in E converging to 
yP For each f= in A, {f=(yj)} converges to a point za and lim{f= (xi)} =f=(yj), SO that 
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for each open neighborhood 0: of z,, there is an XL in E such that fa(xk) E Oh. 
Thus for any finite subset H of A and Oh = (0:: 0: is an open neighborhood of 
z,, CY E H}, there is an XL in E such that fn(xh) is in 0: for each (Y in H. Direct 
{(H, t): H is a finite subset of A, 0: is an open neighborhood of z,, a! E H} by 
setting that (HI, TV) 3(Hz, tz) iff HI 3 Hz and 02 c 02 for each (Y in Hz. Then 
{XL} is an A-net in E. (1) implies that (XL} has a cluster point x in F. Since X, is 
Hausdorff and {f. (x ‘,)} converges for each a in A, so that {fa(xh)} converges to 
fa (x) for each (Y in it. This implies that lim {fo(yi)} =fu(x) for each a in A. Thus 
{yi} converges to x. (2) implying (1) is obvious. 
Theorem 1. Let A be any family of continuous functions on a topological space X. 
Then X is compact if and only if 
(1) f(X) is contained in a compact subset C, for each fin A, and 
(2) every A-net has a cluster point in X. 
Proof. Let {xi} be an ultranet in X. For each f in A, {f(xi)} is an ultranet in C, 
hence converges in C,; i.e., {xi} is an A-net. (2) implies that {Xi} has a cluster point 
x in X. Since {Xi} is an ultranet, {Xi} converges t0 x. Thus, X is compact. The 
converse is obvious. 
Corollary. A be a family X into 
X is F two 
X such E F ccl(E). F is 
E converges 
Remarks. (1) Tychonoff Theorem. Let Haa,,, X, be the product space of {X,: (Y E 
A}, A a collection of projection maps of nsE,, X, onto X,. Since every A-net in 
ripen X, converges in n,,, X,. Thus Theorem 1 implies that fl_,, X, is compact 
if and only if X, is compact for each (Y in A. 
(2) Banach-Alaoglu Theorem. Let E be a topological vector space, E* the 
continuous dual of E, and v(E*, E) the weak topology on E* induced by E. For 
every neighborhood U of 0 in E, let U” be the polar of U in E*. Then U” is a 
closed subset in (E*, cr(E*, E)) satisfying that cl(x(U”)) is compact for each x in 
E and every E-net {yi} in U” converges to y in U”, where y(x) = lim{yi(x)} for all 
x in E. The corollary of Theorem 1 implies that U” is compact in (E*, o(E*, E)) 
(see [2, p. 1551). 
2. A process of A-transformations and compactifications 
Let A = {f_ : a E A} be a family of continuous functions f. on a topological space 
X into Hausdorff spaces X,. Let S be the collection of all A-nets in X. Define =I 
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on S by setting that {xi} ={yi} if and only if lim{f=(Xi)} = lim{fa (yj)} for each fa in A. 
Then = is an equivalence relation. Let Y = S/= be the collection of all equivalence 
classes in S. An equivalence class in Y containing an A-net {xi} will be denoted 
by {x^i} or {xi}*. For each f. in A, define f0 on Y by setting that fm ({x^J) = lim{f- (xi)}. 
Then A ={fa:cz CA} separates points of Y; i.e., for any two points yl, y2 in Y, 
there is an f= in A such that ff,(yl) #t(y~). We will call each f_ the extension of 
f_ to Y. Equip Y with the weak topology induced by A. Then Y is Hausdorff. Let 
e:X+ Y be defined by setting that e(x) is the equivalence class in Y containing 
a net {xi} in X converging to x. We will call (Y, e) the A-transformation of X. 
Proposition 2. e is continuous and e(X) is dense in Y. 
Proof. If {xi} converges to x, then lim{f= (e(xi))} = lim{fo (xi)} = fp(x) =f= (e (x)) for 
each fa in d, implying that {e (xi)} converges to e(x), Thus e is continuous. For the 
density of e(X) in Y, let {x^i} be in Y, then lim{f= (e(xi))} = lim{fa (xi)} =fa ({ii})) 
for each fa in A, implying that {e (xi)} converges to {x^i}. 
Corollary. Let {x^i} be in Y, then {e(xi)} converges to {x^i} in Y. 
Theorem 2. e is an embedding of X as a dense subspace of Y if and only if A 
separates points of X and the topology on X is the weak topology induced by A. 
Proof. By the ways we defined Y and e, we have that e is one-to-one if and only 
if A separates points of X. Since for each x in X, f=(e(x)) = fol(x) for each fp in A, 
so that e is an open mapping from X onto e(X) if and only if the topology on X 
is the weak topology induced by A. Thus Proposition 2 implies this theorem. 
Proposition 3. Every A-net {yj} in Y converges in Y. 
Proof. For each yj in {yj}, let {xi} be an A-net in X belonging to yp For each fa in 
A, {fa(yj)} converges to a point z, and lim{fp(x!)} =i(yj)_ so that for every open 
neighborhood 0: of z,, there is an XL 
(yj)}. ThUS {yj} converges t0 {ix}. 
Proposition 4. Y is compact if and only if cl(fp(X)) is compact for each fa in A. 
Proof. By the corollary of Theorem 1, Proposition 3 and the way we constructed 
Y, we know that Y is compact if and only if cl(f_(Y)) is compact for each f_ in A. 
Since cl(fl( Y)) is compact if and only if cl(f, (X)) is compact for each f_ in A, thus 
the proposition follows. 
Throughout this paper, compactification will mean Hausdorff compactification. 
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Theorem 3. (Y, e) is a compactification of X if and only if 
(1) for each fa in A, cl(f,(X)) is compact, 
(2) A separates points of X, and 
(3) the topology on X is the weak topology induced by A. 
Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 2 and Proposition 4. 
3. A new observation of compactifications and the realcompactification 
Throughout this paper, C(Z) and C*(Z) will denote the spaces of all real 
continuous functions and all bounded real continuous functions on a topological 
space 2, respectively. 
Proposition 5. Let E be a subset of C(Z) satisfying that for every f in E-C*(Z), 
there is a homeomorphism h from R onto a bounded subspace of 08 such that h 0 f 
is in D = E n C*(Z). Then the weak topologies TE and ?D on Z induced respectively 
by E and D are equivalent. 
PrOOf. It iS Clear that rE =) 70. To show that rD 1 TV, for every x in Z and every 
open neighborhood U of x in TV, assume without loss of generality that there is 
an f in E and E > 0 such that f-‘( f (x) -E, f (x) + E) c U. Let h be a homeomorphism 







Therefore TD 3 7~. 
Corollary. A topological space (Z, r) is completely regular if and only if T is the 
weak topology induced by C(Z). 
Proof. From Theorem 14.12 in [6, p. 961, one direction is clear. For the other 
direction, since for every f in C(Z) - C*(Z), there is a homeomorphism h from 
R onto a bounded subspace of Rsuch that h 0 f is in C*(Z). Thus the weak topologies 
on Z induced respectively by C(Z) and C*(Z) are equivalent. Hence (Z, T) is 
completely regular. 
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A topological space 2 will be called a C-complete space if every C(Z)-net in Z 
has a cluster point in 2. From Theorem 1, it is clear that a compact space is a 
C-complete space. 
For a topological space X, a C-comp/efion of X is an ordered pair (Z, h) such 
that 2 is a C-complete space and h is an embedding of X as a dense subspace of 
Z. 
Theorem 4. A topologicalspace (Z, r) is C-complete such that C(Z) separates points 
of Z, if and o&y if (Z, r) is a Tychonoff space such that every C(Z)-net converges 
in (Z, 7). 
Proof. One direction is clear by the definitions of Tychonoff space and C-complete 
space. For the other direction, let T* be the weak topology on Z induced by C(Z). 
If r is strictly finer than T*, then there is a point x in Z and an open neighborhood 
U of x in T such that for all open neighborhood V of x in T*, VG U. For each 
open neighborhood V’ of x in T*, pick yi in V’- U, then {yi} is a C(Z)-net. By 
the definition of C-complete space, {yi} has a cluster point y in (Z, 7). Pick a subnet 
{yc} of {yi} such that {yi,} converges to y in (Z, 7). Then for all f in C(Z), {f(yc)} 
converges to f(y) and f(x). Thus f(x) =f(y) for all f in C(Z). Since C(Z) separates 
points of Z, hence x = y; i.e., {yi} clusters at x, contradicting the assumption. Thus 
T* is equivalent to T. Finally, the corollary of Proposition 5, C(Z) separating points 
of Z, and Proposition 1 imply that (Z, T) is a Tychonoff space such that every 
C(Z)-net converges in (Z, T). 
Corollary 1. A compactijication Z of a Tychonoff space X is a C-completion of X 
such that C(Z) separates points of Z. 
Proof. This is clear from Theorem 1 and the definition of compactification. 
Corollary 2. A topological space (X, T) has a C-completion (Z, h) such that C(Z) 
separates points of Z if and only if (X, T) is a Tychonoff space. 
Proof. From Corollary 1 of Theorem 4, Theorem 4 and the fact that a subspace 
of a Tychonoff space is also a Tychonoff space, this can be easily proved. 
From now on in this section, we will let X denote a Tychonoff space. A subset 
E of C(X) will be called a C-carrier of X if E separates points of X and the 
topology on X is the weak topology induced by E. 
For a C-completion (Z, h) of X such that C(Z) separates points of Z, let 
D = {f 0 h : f E C(Z)}, clearly, D is a C-carrier of X. We will call this D the C-inducer 
of z. 
Theorem 5. (Z, h) is a C-completion of Xsuch that C(Z) separates points of Z, if 
and only if there exist an E-transformation (Y, e) of X for some C-carrier E of X 
and a homeomorphism Tfrom Z onto Y such that h = T-’ 0 e. 
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Proof. Let (Y, e) be an E-transformation of X for some C-carrier E of X, ,?? = {f: f 
is the extension of f to Y, f~ E}. Since every C( Y)-net is also an g-net, and g 
separates points of Y, thus Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 imply that (Y, e) is a 
C-completion of X such that C(Y) separates points of Y. For the converse, let D 
be the C-inducer of 2, (Y, e) the D-transformation of X. Define T:Z -, Y by 
setting that T(t) is the equivalence class in Y containing a net {Xi} in X such that 
{h (xi)} converges to t. If rl # t2, then there is an f in C(Z) such that f(ti) +ff(tz). 
Let {xi} and {yj} be two nets in X such that {h(Xi)} and {h(yj)} converge to ti and 
t2, respectively. Then, 
(f G h)(T(ti)) = lim{f(h (xi))) = f(ti) ff(t2) = lidf(h (yj))) = tf c h )(T(t2)), 
implying that T(t,) # T(t,), where (f; h) is the extension of fo h to Y. Thus T is 
one-to-one. If {xi} is a D-net in X, then {h(xi)} is a C(Z)-net in Z. Theorem 4 
implies that {h(xi)} converges to a point t in Z, then T(r) ={x^i}, where {x*i} is the 
equivalence class in Y containing the D-net {xi}. Hence T is onto. For every t in 
Z, let {xi} be a net in X such that {h (xi)} converges to t. Since f(f) = lim{f(h (Xi))} = 
(fa h)({x*i}) =(fG h)(T(t)) for each f in C(Z), and the topologies on Z and Y 
are the weak topologies induced respectively by C(Z) and 8, where D = {f^: { is 
the extension of f to Y, LED}. Thus T is open and continuous; i.e., T is a 
homeomorphism. For that h = T-’ 0 e is obvious. 
Corollary. If (Z, h) is a C-completion of X such that C(Z) separates points of Z, 
(Y, e) the D-transformation of X for the C-inducer D of Z. Then there is a homeo- 
morphism Tfrom Z onto Y such that h = T-’ 0 e. 
Theorem 6. Let (Zr, h,) and (Z2, h2) be two C-completions of X such thar C(Z,) 
and C(Z2) respectively separate points of Z1 and ZZ, D1 and DZ the C-inducers of 
Z1 and Z2, respectively. Then D1 c 02 if and only if there is a continuous F: Z2 + Z1 
such that F 0 h2 = hl. 
Proof. If there is a continuous F:Z2 -+Zr such that F 0 h2 = hl. For every g in D1, 
1etfbeinC(Z1)suchthatg=f~hl.Theng=f~hl=f~(F~h2)=(f~F)oh2isin 
D2. For the converse, let (Yi, ei) and ( Y2, e2) be the Di-transformation and the 
D2-transformation of X, respectively. Define T-f: Y2+ Yr by setting that H({x’i}) = 
{Xi}*, where {x^i} and {xi}* are respectively the equivalence classes in Yz and Yi 
containing the D2-net {xi} in X. For every f in D1, let p and f* be the extensions 
of f to Yz and Yr, respectively, then f({x^i}) = lim{f(xi)} = f*({xi})*) = f*(H({X^i})) 
for every {x^i} n Y2. Thus, if {yj} is a net converging to y in Y2, then {f(yi)} 
converges toI for every f in DI, and therefore {f*(H(yi))} converges to f*(H(y)) 
for every f in DI. Since the topology on Yi is the weak topology induced by 
0: ={f*:f E Dl}, hence {H(yj)} converges to H(y). This implies that H is con- 
tinuous. For that H 0 e 2=el is clear. Let T1:Z1+Y1 and T2:Z2+ Yt be the 
homeomorphisms defined in the proof of Theorem 5, then T1 0 hl = el and Tz 0 h2 = 
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e2, Let F = T;’ 0 (H 0 T,), then F is continuous from Z2 into Zi, and 
F 0 hz = (T;’ 0 (H 0 Tr)) 0 h2 = (T;’ OH) 0 e2 = T;’ 0 el = h2. 
At the end of this section, we need the following two propositions where E is a 
subset of C(X) satisfying that (1) E separates points of X; (2) the topology on X 
is the weak topology induced by E; and (3) for every f in E-C*(X), there is a 
homeomorphism h from R onto a bounded subspace of R such that h ;f is in 
D = E n C*(X). By Proposition 5, it is clear that the weak topologies on X induced 
respectively by E and D are equivalent. 
Proposition 6. Let {xi} and {yi} be respectively an E-net and a D-net such that 
lim{f(,ri)} = lim{f(yj)} for ah’ f in D. Then {yj} is also an E-net with lim{g(_rj)} = 
lim{g(yj)} for all g in E. 
Proof. For every f in E - C*(X), let h be a homeomorphism from R onto a bounded 
subspace B of R such that h 0 f is in D. Since lim{(h 0 f)(yj)} =lim{(h of)(xi)}= 
h (lim{f(xi)}) E B, SO that {(h 0 f)(yi)} (={h (f(yj))}) is a convergent net in B. Thus 
{h -‘(h (f (yj)))} (={f (yj)}) is a convergent net satisfying lim{f(yj)} = lim{f(Xj)}. 
Let (Y, e) and (Y*, e*) be the E-transformation and the D-transformation of X, 
respectively, S* the subspace of Y* consisting of all equivalence classes which are 
also equivalence classes in Y. Define H:S *-+ Y by setting that H({xj}*) = {x^i}, 
where {xi}* and {x*j} are respectively the equivalence classes in S* and Y containing 
the E-net {Xi}. From Proposition 6, it is clear that H is well-defined. 
Proposition 7. His a homeomorphism from S* onto Y such that e * = H-’ 0 e. 
Proof. If {Xi}* #{yj}*, then there is an f in D such that lim {f(xi)}#lim{f(yj)}, 
implying that {x^j}Z{~j}. Thus H is one-to-one. Since every E-net is also a D-net, 
by Proposition 6, we have that if {x^i} s in Y, then {xi}* is in S*, and H({xi}*) = {x^i}. 
Hence H is onto. Let E = {f^: f is the extension of f to Y, f E E}, fi = {fi f the 
extension to Y, f D* (f*: f* is the extension to f D}. 
f E, h be a R onto a of 
such that h 0 is in D. Then in Y, 
(h ‘f)({<ii)) = lim{h (f(xi))} = h (lim{f(xi)}) = h ({({ii})) = (h o~)({x^i})~ 
implying that (h of) E 8. Thus Proposition 5 implies that the topology on Y is 
equivalent to the weak topology induced by 8. Also, for every f E D, ~(H({x~}*)) = 
f({x^i}) = lim{f(xj)} =f*({xi}*) for all {Xi}* in S*, and the topology on S* is the weak 
topology induced by D*. Thus H is a homeomorphism. 
Remarks. (1) Let (Zi, h,) and (Z2, h2) be two C-completions of X such that C(Zi) 
and C(Z2) respectively separate points of Zi and Zz, D1 and D2 the C-inducers 
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of Zi and ZZ, respectively. Define (Z,, hz) 3 (Zi, hi) if and only if Dz 2 Di. Then 
Theorem 6 implies that the restriction of this partial order to the compactifications 
of X is the partial order defined in [6, p. 1381. We will see in Remark (4) that the 
Hewitt realcompactification is the largest element in the collection of the C- 
completions (Z, h) such that C(Z) separates points of Z with this partial order. 
(2) One-point compuctificafion. Let Z be a locally compact, noncompact Haus- 
dorff space, C,(Z) the space of all real continuous functions f on Z such that for 
every E >O, jfl-‘[ E, CO) is compact. Let (Y, e) be the G(Z)-transformation of Z. 
Then (Y, e) is a compactification of Z. Let {x^i} be an equivalence class in Y such 
that {ii} is not in e(Z). For any f in C,(Z), if there is an E > 0 such that 
If({x^il)l = WlfkN > E, then there is an i0 such that If( > E for all i 3 iO. Since 
lim{g(xi): i 2 iO} = lim{g(xi)} for all g in Co(Z), SO that {xi: i 3 iO} is a C,(Z)-net in 
the compact subset IfI-‘[ E, 00). The corollary of Theorem 1 implies that {xi : i 2 iO} 
converges in Ifl-*[E, 03); i.e., {.?i} is in e(Z), contradicting the assumption. Hence, 
f({;i}) = 0 for all f in C’,(Z). By we constructed Y, we have that Y-e(Z) 
one-point set. Also, for f in Cc(Z) E 0, If?-*[E, = e(lfl-‘[e, co)) 
is compact subset of Y. Thus, e) is of Z. 
e) be of X. 
h) be of X. By of Theorem 
1, it is clear that h) is a of such that C(pX) 
of pX of pX is C*(X). The corollary of Theorem 5 
is homeomorphism T Y such that e = h. Thus e) 
is of X. 
e) and (Y*, e*) be 
is the Stone-tech 
of X. S* be of Y* consisting of all equivalence 
in Y. It is clear that e*(X) 
+ be defined similarly the paragraph 7. For 
every f in C(X), f: S* + R be defined by setting that f({xi}*) It 
is clear from the Proposition 7 f’ is continuous x in X, )) 
@(e*(x))) =f^(e(x)) =f(x). f ’ is a of to 
S* vX, where is of (See 
p. 2451). in Y* -S*, of Proposition 2 
to {xi}*. If {xi}* in f* 
off in C(X) to = lim{f*(e*(~~))} = is also 
a 6 implies that {xi}* in 
S* is by Proposition 7, we have that 
e) is of X. Since of is C(X), 
thus (Y, e) is the largest of such that C(Y) of 
with in Remark (1). 
Note. The referee of this paper pointed out that in the paper note on E-compact 
76 (1972) 195206, F.L. a Tychonoff 
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space X is compact (realcompact) if and only if X is C*(X)-complete (C(X)- 
complete) in the sense of this paper. 
4. Extensions of Stone-Weierstrass theorems 
Throughout this section, let X and Z be a compact Hausdorff and a locally 
compact Hausdorff space, respectively, C(X*) and C,(Z) the spaces defined in 
Section 3 with pointwise ordering and the supremum norm ]].I[. A vector sublattice 
or a subalgebra of C(X*) (or C,(Z)) will refer to those in [4, pp. 243,245]. 
Theorem 7. A vector sublattice or a subalgebra V is dense in C(X*) if and only if 
(1) Vseparates points of X*, and 
(2) for every.x in X* and every e ~0, there is an f in Vsuch that 1 -f(x)l/fll< e. 
Proof. If V is dense in C(X*), then (1) is clear. For (2), let x be any point in X* 
and 0 an open neighborhood of x. Pick a g in C(X*) with g(x) = 1, g(X* - 0) = 0, 
and O<g== 1. For every E with OCE ~1, let f be in V such that IIf -gjIC$. Then 
1 -f(x)/llfll< 1 - (1 -&)/(l +$E) C E. For the converse, since the closure of a subal- 
gebra is a vector sublattice of C(X*) (by Lemmas 1, 2 in [l, p. 3121 and that 
sup(f,g)=t(f+g+If-gl)andinf(f,g)=t(f+g-If-gl))itisenoughtoshowthat 
a vector sublattice V satisfying (1) and (2) is dense in C(X*). Let h be an element 
in C(X*). For every F >O and any two points x, y in X*, let g be in V such that 
g(x) # g(y). Without loss of generality, assume that there exist cy, p in BB with a f 0 
satisfying Ly +pg(x)=h(x) and ar +flg(y)=h(y). Pick r, s in V such that l- 
r(x)lllrll<~IIaI and 1 -s(~)/llsll~~/l~I. Let t = sw(rlllrll, s/llsll) and f = at+&. 




By the theorem in [5, p. 1701, this implies that h is in cl(V). Thus V is dense in 
c(x*). 
Corollary. A vector sublattice or a subalgebra Vof C,(Z) is dense in Co(Z) if and 
only if 
(1) V separates points of Z, and 
(2) for every x in Z and e > 0, there is an fin Vsuch that 1 -f (x)/II fll < E. 
Remark. A dense vector sublattice of C(X*) does not necessarily contain the 
constant functions, as the following example shows. 
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Example. For every t in the open interval (0, l), let e,(x) = 1, if x =r; e,(x)= 
(2x -t)/t, if x E [it, t]; e,(x) = (2x --t - l)/(t - l), if x E [t, $(t + l)]; e,(x) = 0, other- 
wise. Let e,,(x) = 1, if x = 0; e,,(x) = -2x + 1, if x E [0, 41; co(x) = 0, otherwise. Let 
et(x) = 1, if x = 1; er(x) =2x - 1, if x E[$, 11; er(x) =0, otherwise. Let V be the 
vector sublattice of C([O, 11) generated by {e,: r E [0, 11). Then Theorem 7 implies 
that V is dense in C([O, l]), but V does not contain the constant functions. 
Let X be a topological space, C*(X) the space defined in Section 3 with the 
pointwise ordering and the supremum norm I] * 11. Two C*(X)-nets {xi} and {yj} in 
X are said to be different if {xi}#{yi}; i.e., there is an f in C*(X) such that 
lim{f(xi)} f lim{f(yj)}. A subset D of C*(X) is said to separate C*(X)-nets in X if 
for any two different C*(X)-nets {xi} and {yj} in X, there is an f in D such that 
limWh)l# lim{f(yi)l. 
Theorem 8. A vecror sublarrice or a subalgebra V of C*(X) is dense in C*(X) if 
and only if 
(1) Vseparares C*(X)-nets in X, and 
(2) for every C*(X)-net {xi : i-E f2) in X and every E > 0, rhere exist an fin V and 
a r in n such that 1 -f (xi)/llfll< E for all i 3 r. 
Proof. Let (Y, e) be the C*(X)-transformation of X. Then Y is compact Hausdorff. 
Let C(Y) be the space defined in Section 3 with pointwise ordering and the 
supremum norm II*]]. Define H: C*(X)+ C(Y) by setting that H(f) =f where f 
is the extension of to Y. One H is a norm preserving 
lattice and algebra isomorphism. Hence, is in C*(X) if and if H(V) 
is dense in C(Y). y in Y, there is a C*(X)-net {xi} in X such that 
to in the 
to (i) in y in Y and every 0, 
is f^ 1 -f(y)/l]f?l <E. Therefore, Theorem follows from 
Theorem 7. 
Note. Theorem 7 and Theorem were presented respectively by in the 
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